The world’s digital infrastructure company™

We give digital leaders one global platform to combine all the right places, partners and possibilities they need to thrive in a digital world.

Fast-track your digital advantage

We believe digital infrastructure should be your greatest source of competitive advantage in the digital economy. To lead with a digital-first strategy and create an advantage, you need one place to bring together and interconnect the foundational infrastructure that powers your success.

Platform Equinix® is the trusted foundation for digital infrastructure at software speed. Our platform helps you scale with agility, speed the launch of digital services, multiply value and deliver world-class experiences.

10,000+ Customers^  71 Markets  32 Countries  6 Continents

Unless otherwise noted, all metrics are as of the end of Q3 2022.

* As announced on the Q4 2021 results call on February 16, 2022.

^ GPX, MainOne and Entel acquisitions not included in totals for interconnection, but are included in the number of customers.

Equinix.com
All the Right PLACES
Place infrastructure wherever you need it

Locate close to clouds and networks for optimal hybrid architectures. Build on the industry’s most secure, consistent and sustainable platform.

240+ Data Centers
Equinix has invested $35B in establishing an unmatched global footprint of data centers.

>99.9999% Uptime Record
We offer an industry-leading >99.9999% average uptime record.***

29M+ Global Sq. Ft.
Scale your business across the world’s largest network of interconnected data centers.

95% Clean Energy†
Progress toward our commitment to use 100% clean and renewable energy.

All the Right PARTNERS
Connect to everything you need to succeed

Choose your current vendors, best-of-breed providers, regional specialists or innovative new entrants. They’re all here in the industry’s largest global ecosystem, representing more than half of the Fortune 500 and more than one-third of the Forbes Global 2000.

2,100 Network Services
3,000+ Cloud & IT Services

27,400+ Gbps Internet Exchange Peak Average Traffic
With the most peers, the most markets and the most traffic, Equinix Internet Exchange® customers peer more than 27,400 Gbps of IP traffic globally.

4,800+ Enterprises
450+ Content & Digital Media

443,000+ Interconnections§^†

All the Right POSSIBILITIES
Seize opportunity with agility, speed and confidence

Speed delivery and consumption of digital services globally with on-demand infrastructures. Unlock new capabilities with software-defined connectivity, bringing you higher performance at a lower cost.

Equinix Digital Infrastructure Services
Streamline the deployment of processing, data, applications and security services at the digital edge.

Network Edge
Modernize networks within minutes by deploying network functions virtualization (NFV) from multiple vendors across Equinix metros.

Equinix Metal®
Deploy infrastructure at software speed with automated, interconnected Bare Metal as a Service—improving performance, accessibility and global reach, with low latency.

Equinix Fabric®
Connect distributed infrastructure globally via software-defined interconnection.

Digital Strategy Expertise
Design and deploy successful IT solutions with Equinix Global Solutions Architects® Solution Validation Centers® and the world’s leading technology partners.

Unless otherwise noted, all metrics are as of the end of Q3 2022.

*** As measured from January 1–December 31, 2021, for IBX Operations.

† Achieved as of 2021.

§ Total interconnections include both physical cross connections and virtual connections.

^ GPX, MainOne and Entel acquisitions not included in totals for interconnection, but are included in the number of customers.